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Summary


Blood metabolic profile tests are simple cost-effective biochemical tests which are mostly used to identify nutritional and/or management challenges in dairy cattle herds, but they also can be simply used to find animals which are clinically healthy, but really have some hidden problems like low production performance, reproductive diseases and/or long calving intervals and other sub-clinical diseases. Routine metabolic profile tests commonly consist of blood glucose, urea, albumin, cholesterol, beta-hydroxybutyric acid and non-esterified fatty acids values, as well as sodium, potassium, chloride, calcium, magnesium and inorganic phosphate levels. Briefly, the current review discusses blood metabolic profile tests, their importance, introduces an easy method for it, emphasises on the relation between blood metabolic profile parameters and many important sub-clinical diseases including ketosis, milk fever, mastitis, cystic ovaries, displaced abomasum and etc., and indicates that because of its simplicity, low cost and easy for analysis results, it can be considered as a good method for diagnosis of important diseases at dairy cattle farms.
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INTRODUCTION OF METABOLIC PROFILE TESTS

Diagnosis and/or prevention of diseases has priority to their treatment taking into consideration financial costs, induced delay in production period etc. In this way, practitioners are always trying to monitor the health state of animals in order to prevent severe diseases which could incur financial losses. They believe that the best methods for monitoring must be
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efficient, economic, easy, fast and precise and with the lowest effect and/or stress on animal's health, so they are always seeking for the best methods. One of the best ways to judge about health status of animals is monitoring their blood parameters. Each blood parameter has an important role in animal's health due to the impact of a deficiency, toxicity and/or adverse elevation. For example, when the levels of the calcium ion are low, hypocalcaemia or milk fever could be present because the cow is removing more calcium from the body for milk production than can be absorbed by the body from the diet or mobilised from calcium stores in the bones. Because of the extensive relationship between minerals within the body, an impact on calcium levels may affect phosphorous levels too, which may be seen in cows experiencing milk fever that do not respond even after successful treatment for hypocalcaemia (Goff, 2004).

For every animal species, it is possible to categorise the most important parameters with similar effect on a specific health subject in a particular group. In this way, it is not necessary to monitor all of the existing parameters for every healthy subject at the same time. For example, not all but some of blood parameters, which have effect on dairy cattle's health status during the different lactation periods, can be classified in different particular groups. For example, metabolic profile, which categorises several important parameters with influence on metabolism of animals in a specific group, is a useful tool that has evolved over time. This evolution or adaptation is necessary to account for changes in feeding management and animal genetics. The reference values of course should match the stage of lactation (Quiroz-Rocha et al., 2009).

ROUTINE USAGE OF METABOLIC PROFILE TESTS

Ration evaluation is the cornerstone of herd nutritional assessment, but can be fraught with uncertainty and difficulty in obtaining true measure of dry matter or nutrient intake. Metabolic profile tests are routinely used in dairy cattle farms to identify nutrition and management challenges; for example, to assess the nutritional status of healthy cows performing at an acceptable level in an attempt to identify and thereby recognise any nutritional problems before they emerge as a production or health related issue in the herd. Metabolic profiling tests, which are using specific parameters known to be responsive to dietary intake, can be used to complement dietary evaluation of current feeding programme adequacy or a response to a feeding programme change. Also, they help to identify or eliminate potential nutritional issues in cows or herds with poor performance records, high incidence of transition problems, low milk production, poor pregnancy rates, etc. In addition, these tests can be used to assess animals which are clinically healthy, but are not meeting milk production potential or reproductive efficiency (Anonymous, 2017; 2018b). Also metabolic profile tests as a screening tool can be used to assess prevalence of various subclinical metabolic diseases: ketosis, hypocalcaemia, hypomagnesaemia, sub-acute ruminal acidosis (SARA) and etc., in the absence of obvious clinical disease problems (Anonymous, 2017; 2018b).

Clinical or sub clinical metabolic disease problems in dairy herds can be corroborated with metabolic profile testing. Metabolic profile testing of a herd to finding the prevalence of SARA, sub-clinical ketosis (SCK), parturient hypocalcaemia (clinical plus subclinical milk fever), dis-
placed abomasum and etc. in early lactation or other times is useful in almost any dairy herd, and particularly if the herd is experiencing a high incidence of displaced abomasum or high removal rates of early lactation cows (Oetzel, 2004).

HISTORY, DESIGN AND PURPOSE OF FIRST METABOLIC PROFILE TEST

For the first time in 1970, the Compton metabolic profile test was designed to monitor the metabolic health of the herd on the basis of interpretation of blood chemistry in a dairy herd. Originally it included glucose, urea, inorganic phosphate, calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium, albumin, globulin, haemoglobin, and copper. The test was designed to detect abnormal accumulations or deficiencies of certain key metabolites. Thus considerable effort was devoted to finding the precise limits of normality and the causes of variation. For this test, to serve its intended function, it was necessary to define the limits of a normal profile as well as determine the sources of variation. To establish a profile along with the proper ranges for normal animals, a survey was conducted of 13 dairy herds encompassing 2400 blood samples focusing on three groups: early lactation, mid-lactation, and dry period. A mean and standard deviation were calculated and samples from herds were then compared to the established profile to determine the health status of the animal by evaluating the number of standard deviations from the mean (Payne et al., 1970).

The main purpose of the Compton metabolic profile test is to indicate whether a herd is liable to nutritional and production diseases. The test is based on a statistical appraisal of blood chemistry which reveals early signs of abnormality. It is a pre-symptomatic diagnostic aid capable of giving early warning of certain types of metabolic derangement. Also, in cases where the herd already has a high but possibly unsuspected incidence of production disease, the test can give an indication of the underlying primary cause. All the factors in metabolic profile have been shown to play an important role in animal health (Payne, 1972).

COW-BASED AND HERD-BASED METABOLIC PROFILE TESTS

Metabolic profile tests utilise the same clinical chemistry tests performed in disease diagnosis. Usually testing methods are herd-based rather than individual-based (Anonymous, 2017; 2018b). The interpretation of herd-based tests for metabolic and nutritional diseases is very different from interpreting laboratory results for metabolites from individual cows. Test results from individual cows are interpreted by comparing the laboratory result to a normal range established by the laboratory. The latter are often derived by calculating a 95% confidence interval (or a similar statistic) of test results from clinically normal animals. This approach is useful for making decisions about individual sick cows, but is not useful for interpreting herd-based test results. Interpretation of herd-based test results requires an understanding of how each test affects cow performance (regardless of whether they are within the normal range or not), a statistically-based approach to determining subsample sizes, and an emphasis on monitoring subclinical disease prevalence instead of clinical disease incidence (Oetzel, 2003; 2008).

Herd-based testing can be categorised into two approaches: targeted diagnostics and screening tool. The targeted diagnos-
tic approach utilises well defined diagnostic analysis to determine herd risk for specific "gateway" pre-parturient diseases. In other words, the targeted diagnostic approach attempts to find a disease via evaluation of specific parameters, for example: elevated prepertum non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA) concentration and postpartum beta-hydroxybutyric acid (BHBA) concentration are recognised risk factors for ketosis and left displaced abomasum. Low blood calcium concentration immediately post-calving is a risk indicator for subclinical hypocalcaemia. Blood urea nitrogen (UN) is a potential indicator for assessing herd protein status. In this approach, specific analysis concentration is determined and compared to specific threshold criteria. Percent of individuals above (NEFA and BHBA) or below (calcium) is used to interpret herd disease risk. UN values are interpreted as a mean value for the individuals within a defined group (Anonymous, 2018a, b). The screening tool approach is consistent with traditional metabolic profiling methods where multiple analyses are determined within selected group or groups of cows. Determination of multiple analyses is based on the concept that pre-parturient metabolic disease is a result of the cow's inability to maintain coordinated interrelationships between lipid, glucose and amino acid metabolism (Anonymous, 2017; 2018b).

For individual testing, lower testing costs and ease of interpretation are strengths of this approach and limitation of this approach is scope of analysis determined (Anonymous, 2018a, b). A screening tool approach can be used as a broad-based diagnostic evaluation of herd nutritive status, assessment of disease risk factors, or indicator of potential factors responsible for disease conditions. Limitations to the screening tool approach are testing costs and potential interpretation issues. A pooled-sample process has been recommended to address cost concerns and maintain a wide analysis array in assessing herd nutritional or disease risk status. Predictive disease risk relationships have been well established with specific analysis, though multiple analysis indices or analysis combinations may provide a better indication of metabolic stability or instability (Anonymous, 2018b).

Selection of accurate approach for metabolic profile test's sampling

Which method to be used in evaluating a herd will depend upon the specific problem, herd size, and cost limitations. Smaller dairy herds (< 120 cows) will not have a large enough population of animals to be sampled within defined physiologic groups for the screening tool approach compared to large herds. With limited animal numbers, individual cow testing or collecting samples over time are possible approaches. Costs are the single most limiting factor to metabolic profiling. At this time, multiple analyses testing services range in cost from $17 to $50 per sample depending on the number of blood analysis measured and laboratory pricing structure. This makes individual testing in multiple groups nearly cost prohibitive, thus the rationale for pooled samples. Using the single analysis approach, cost may range from $3 to $10 per sample depending on the analyte. If the size of herd is large enough, then the herd testing method is recommended depending on the purpose of metabolic profile tests (Anonymous, 2018).

Selection of target animals, effective factors and number of animals

In the first step, the herd situation should be defined e.g. to find the group that has a
problem in the farm. In a dairy farm it is easy to find such a group via categorising animals according to their age, production, weight or etc. Attention should be paid to the other related factors. Diets, seasons, geographical areas, animals breed, production system, altitude of area, temperature of area, etc., are also important issues which should be considered in designing of metabolic profile tests (Jones et al., 1982; Ghergariu et al., 1984; Amano et al., 1992). For example, performance and biochemical parameters of animals with different genetic potential and breed are different, in addition different seasons, different production system, management level and geographical areas with different altitude and temperature and other environmental factors with obvious influence on biochemical parameters and performance of animals which should be considered in design of metabolic profile tests. One of the best categorising methods is dividing of animals to different groups according to their production status. In this way animals can be divided to far-off dry, close-up dry (pre-parturient), fresh (post-parturient) and lactation groups. Then, the health status of each group and any nutritional and/or related subclinical diseases can be simply identified. The group(s) of cows selected for analysis will depend upon the problem definition and desired sampling approach (Anonymous, 2017; 2018b).

Selected animals in groups for a metabolic profile test should be free of obvious clinical disease via selecting cows defined as "clinically normal", analyte outlier concentrations associated with disease are removed, thus better highlighting potential differences resulting from nutritional or subclinical disease problems. One may choose to sample cows affected with specific diseases for comparison to cows of similar days in milk that are not affected. Differences in blood concentrations between clinically affected and unaffected cows may provide some hints to underlying problems associated with disease pathogenesis (Anonymous, 2018b).

Size of the eligible group for testing has a limited influence on the appropriate sample size. In larger herds, there is little statistical value in testing more animals. The same sample size will yield almost the same information about the group average even when the group is large. In smaller herds, it may be possible to test the entire eligible group and still not have an adequate sample size. For example, only the pre-fresh cows (from three weeks prior to expected calving up to calving time) are eligible for urinary pH and NEFA testing. If there are only four cows in the group, then all four should be tested. However, a sample size of four cows is too small to be conclusive. So, additional cows should be tested from the eligible group, and the group results interpreted only after about eight or more test results have been accumulated. If cows are repeatedly tested for NEFA or urinary pH as they approach calving, only the last test result before actual calving for that cow should be used when interpreting test results (i.e., multiple test results from the same cow should not be used to achieve sample size goal). Sample sizes larger than the minimums recommended above are most useful when the herd’s clinical problems are minimal. Larger sample sizes are usually more practical in larger herds, because there are more cows available to test and because the cost of each test is diluted across a larger number of cows. The economic cost of a bad decision based on small sample size is also greater in large herds (Oetzel, 2003; 2008).
RELEVANT ROUTINE BLOOD BIOCHEMICAL MARKERS

Metabolic profile tests can evaluate several biochemical parameters depending on the goal but the complexity of energy metabolism often makes difficult the selection of reliable indicators of the energetic status of cows (Nafikov & Beitz, 2007; García et al., 2017). The main blood analytes used to assess the energy profile are: glucose (GLU), which should be interpreted carefully to avoid errors related to food intake (Samanc et al., 2011; García et al., 2017), cholesterol (COL-T), to be used to jointly evaluate the performance of nutrition programmes (Kaneko, 2008; García et al., 2017), triglycerides (TAG), and non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA) as well as hydroxybutyric acid (BHBA), which is the most important and abundant ketone body in dairy cows (Duffield et al., 2009; García et al., 2017), and esterified fatty acids (NEFA) as well as hydroxybutyric acid (BHBA), which is the most important and abundant ketone body in dairy cows (Duffield et al., 2009; García et al., 2017), and non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA), which are related to lipomobilisation and to the degree of negative energy balance (NEB) (Ospina et al., 2010a; García et al., 2017). The essential blood analytes for assessing the protein profile are: blood urea nitrogen (BUN), a good indicator of the energy intake of the cow, in particular it is used as an indication of the synchronisation between fermentable carbohydrates and rumen degradable protein (RDP) (Van Saun, 2010; García et al., 2017), albumin (ALB), that can reflect hepatic insufficiency by decreasing its concentration (Whitaker, 2000; García et al., 2017), globulin (GLOB), that is increased in response to an inflammatory process (Kaneko, 2008; García et al., 2017), and albumin (ALB), that can reflect hepatic insufficiency by decreasing its concentration (Whitaker, 2000; García et al., 2017), globulin (GLOB), that is increased in response to an inflammatory process (Kaneko, 2008; García et al., 2017), and total protein (PROT-T), that gives information about kidney damage, liver damage, and nutritional health (Stojević et al., 2005; García et al., 2017). The enzyme γ-glutamyl transpeptidase (γ-GT) is an essential indicator of hepatic lesions and function (Stojević et al., 2005; García et al., 2017).

Considering the use of body tissues in response to NEB, the produced ketone bodies (by its acidic nature) decrease the natural buffering capacity of bicarbonate (HCO₃⁻), increasing the anion gap in the blood, and causing changes in pH by movements of electrolytes, water, and carbon dioxide (CO₂) (Herdt et al., 2000; García et al., 2017). The essential blood analytes of the mineral profile are: sodium (Na⁺), the main extracellular fluid cation and an important determinant of body water homeostasis (Kume et al., 2011; García et al., 2017), chloride (Cl⁻), the most abundant anion in extracellular fluid (Soetan et al., 2010; García et al., 2017), potassium (K⁺), the principal intracellular cation in mammals (Van Saun et al., 2006; García et al., 2017), and calcium (Ca²⁺), phosphorus (P³⁻), and magnesium (Mg²⁺) due to their importance in the rapidity of metabolic reactions and their role in the transmembrane transport systems (Houillier, 2014; García et al., 2017).

Usually the metabolic profile measures glucose, urea, albumin, cholesterol, beta-hydroxybutyric acid (BHBA) and non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA) as well as some minerals (Na⁺, K⁺, Cl⁻, Ca²⁺, Mg²⁺, P³⁻). These parameters can help assess total protein and energy intake, the balance between protein and energy, and the net energy balance. Utilising a metabolic profile also allows screening for production limiting nutrients (Puls, 1989; Lager & Jordan, 2012; Anonymous, 2018a,b). Some problems may not be diagnosable from a metabolic profile alone; therefore it may be necessary to add other tests such as vitamin A and E, trace minerals, or...
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routine chemistry panels (Anonymous, 2017; 2018b).

SAMPLES AND ANALYSIS OF METABOLIC PROFILE TESTS’ RESULTS

Serum is the required specimen for metabolic profiling and most of the trace mineral and vitamin testings. It is essential to collect blood and harvest serum appropriately and in a timely manner to avoid sample haemolysis and obtain consistent results. A significant delay in harvesting the serum from the clot can significantly change electrolyte results. It will also increase phosphorous, potassium, albumin and magnesium levels. In addition, haemolysis is a cause of misleadingly low blood glucose. Finally, haemolysis may contribute to unreliable non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA) and beta-hydroxybutyric acid (BHBA) results. If possible, blood samples should be centrifuged within 2–4 h, the sera separated and stored at −20 °C (−4 °F) until shipment (Anonymous, 2017; 2018b).

After evaluation of samples, data must be statistically analysed via accurate data analysis method. The aims of data analysis in metabolic profiling will depend on the scientific objectives of the study which typically fall into one or more of the following categories. Firstly, one of aims is to reveal the relationships between groups of both samples and variables. For example, this could include clustering individuals, or detecting significant correlations between variables. A second aim could be to identify a significant difference between groups related to the effect of interest. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, metabolites responsible for these changes should be found out. There are several statistical methods for analysis of metabolic profile tests introduced by different scientists (Burnham et al., 1999; Butler & Denham, 2000; Trygg & Wold, 2003), also several metabolic profile analysis software packages are available (Davies, 1998; Stein, 1999). Statistical methods for analysis of metabolic profile test including principal components analysis, principal components regression, partial least squares, etc. are reviewed in details by De Iorio et al. (2008).

Finally, analysed results are compared to reference values. Different reference values of metabolic profile parameters for different breeds, different production level, different ages, etc. of cows were repeatedly reported in different countries (Puls, 1989; Whitaker et al., 1999; Kida, 2002; Lager & Jordan, 2012; Anonymous, 2017; 2018a,b). The different steps of blood metabolic profile tests are illustrated on Fig. 1.

METABOLIC PROFILE TESTS AND DETECTION OF DIFFERENT DISEASES

If the parturition be considered as the start point of every production cycle in dairy cattle’s life and interval between the parturitions be considered as one cycle, then four important periods for each cycle can be classically introduced and thus and cows in every dairy cattle farm can be categorized to four different groups including: fresh (transition or post-parturient period) cows, lactation cows, far-off dry cows and close-up dry (pre-parturient) cows. Biology of dairy cow health and reproductive performance is complicated and dairy cattle are experiencing different physiological conditions in these periods and different diseases can occur in each of mentioned periods due to effects of several factors. Among these periods, parturition and post-parturition period are more critical than others and
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30 to 50% of dairy cows are affected by some form of metabolic or infectious disease around the time of calving (LeBlance, 2010). In this way different diseases can be categorised according to their occurrence in two different periods: different diseases/disorders which are highly occurring in the early period after calving (transition or post-parturient period) including: retained placenta, milk fever, ketosis and/or sub-clinical ketosis, displaced abomasum, ovarian cysts, mastitis, endometritis, etc. and other diseases which occur in all other periods (fatty liver syndrome, ruminal diseases). This categorisation is used to focus on a specific group of animals and/or diseases and to facilitate metabolic profile tests designs.

Fig. 1. Different steps of blood metabolic profile tests design.
There are several factors with absolute effects on interaction between different diseases and mentioned periods, on the other hand, this categorisation for diseases can be influenced by several factors including: different management, environmental stresses, different diets, prevalence of infectious diseases, etc., and may be some of these diseases can be found in the other period not exactly according to this categorisation (Jones et al., 1982; Ghergariu et al., 1984; Amano et al., 1992). In this review, different diseases and changes in blood metabolic profile parameters related to the both mentioned periods are discussed in details.

TRANSITION PERIOD AND/OR POST-PARTURIENT PERIOD

Transition from non-lactating pregnant state to a lactating state for the cow is recognised as the critical threshold in achieving a productively efficient lactation with potential for good reproductive performance. During this transition, cows usually experience one or more pre-parturient diseases (Goff & Horst, 1997). Also metabolic responses to stress can result in increased fat mobilisation leading to greater risk from fatty liver disease, wasting of muscle tissue and immune suppression (Ametaj et al., 2005; Bernabucci et al., 2005; Bertoni et al., 2008; 2009). Also all pre-partum dairy cattle essentially experience: a period of insulin resistance, reduced feed intake, negative energy balance, lipolysis, and weight loss in early lactation; hypocalcaemia in the days after calving; reduced immune function for 1 to 2 weeks before, and 2 to 3 weeks after calving; and, bacterial contamination of the uterus for 2 to 3 weeks after calving. These factors, as well as dramatic changes in circulating progesterone, estrogen, and cortisol concentrations contribute to a substantial reduction of immune function, in particular of neutrophils, at this time (Kehrli et al., 1989; Goff & Horst, 1997). Specifically, innate immunity from neutrophils is a primary means of immune response in the uterus and neutrophil migration and phagocytic and oxidative activity are associated with the risk of retained placenta (Kimura et al., 2002), metritis, and endometritis (Hammon et al., 2006). Yet, while metabolic (e.g. ketosis and fatty liver) and uterine diseases are very common, only a minority of cows experience these problems, between herds or even within a herd in which cows apparently have similar nutritional and management experiences. Prediction or early detection of cows with health problems is an important goal (LeBlance, 2010).

Application of blood testing has been shown to provide useful information for the herd relative to disease risk for post-partum disorders. Best studied and practically applied is routine measurement of blood beta-hydroxybutyric acid (BHBA) concentration in all cows at least twice within the first 7–12 days post-partum. Cows having >1.2 mmol/L BHBA can be treated to reduce hyperketonaemia. If more than 25% of sampled cows have hyperketonaemia, then blanket treatment of fresh cows should be initiated. Additionally, elevated non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA) prepartum (>0.3 mmol/L) or postpartum (>0.6 mmol/L) can be used to assess postpartum disease risk for the herd. Assessment of blood calcium concentration (<2.12 mmol/L) during the immediate postpartum period also provides another useful disease risk indicator. Other blood analysis specific to liver function, protein status, macro- and micro minerals and vitamins could be included as part of a comprehensive herd diagnos-
tic investigation of nutritional or disease factors responsible for herd’s performance or health concerns. Though some variation may be masked, pooled sampling may be used as an economic approach to a herd metabolic status screening tool. Pooled samples can represent means from 5 to 20 individual samples. Empirically one can interpret pooled samples by determining how far they deviate from the midpoint of the reference range for healthy individuals. Most importantly it must be remembered that metabolic profiles are almost useless without being coupled with animal and facility evaluations, body condition scoring and ration evaluation (Van Saun, 2016).

It is identified that both prepump NEFA and postpartum BHBA are significantly associated with development of clinical disease, postpartum serum NEFA concentration is most associated with the risk of developing displaced abomasum, clinical ketosis, metritis, or retained placenta during the first 30 days (Ospina et al., 2010b). Also because of the prevalence of disease within the pre-parturient period, a reference profile based on mid-lactation cows will limit the interpretation of data from cows within the transition period. By understanding the fluctuations that occur in serum biochemical analytes over the course of lactation, especially within the transition period, the value of the metabolic profile as a tool to differentiate between normal and compromised animals will be enhanced (Lager & Jordan, 2012). Important diseases which are mostly occurring in transition period or post-parturient period are described in details below.

Fatty liver syndrome

Fatty liver syndrome is not specific for post-parturition period but occurs mostly after parturition due to mentioned changes in dairy cattle’s body at calving and is closely related to the poor management of diets. Lipid and lipoprotein fraction is changed, which take place simultaneously in the liver, during fatty liver. In ruminants almost no plasma lipids arise from ingested fat. Most of them are the result of de novo synthesis (Sevinç et al., 2003). Fat is stored as triglycerides and from the deposits it is transported as free fatty acids bound to albumin (Holtenius, 1989). Albumin is an important indicator for the liver’s synthetic function (West, 1990). Hepatic function can be severely impaired by fatty infiltration of the liver. One of the many results of impairment of liver function is a drop in serum albumin levels (Haass & Eness, 1984). Hypoalbuminaemia is a common terminal feature of chronic liver disease, occurring when the functional hepatic mass has been reduced to 20% or less and albumin level is lower in cows with liver failure than in cows with fatty liver (Dunn, 1992). There is a negative correlation between the degree of fatty changes and albumin levels in dairy cows (West, 1990).

High serum free fatty acid concentrations and low serum triglyceride and cholesterol concentrations have been observed in cattle with fatty liver (Roberts & Reid, 1986; Herdt, 1988; Sevinç et al., 1998). Naturally triglyceride levels decrease in normal cattle after calving (Başoğlu et al., 1998). Lipoproteins are complex molecules that are heterogeneous in composition, size and biological activity. In early lactation in cows with a severe negative energy balance, the capacity of the liver to maintain the export of triglyceride in the form VLDL in balance with hepatic triglyceride production is not always adequate (Holtenius, 1989; Bauchart, 1993; Grummer, 1993). Very
low density lipoprotein (VLDL) level is extremely low two weeks after calving in cows with fatty liver (Rayssiguier et al., 1988). It is significantly decreased in postpartum cows (Başoğlu et al., 1998). There is a significant decrease in the VLDL level of fatty liver cows, also there is a negative correlation between the VLDL level and fatty liver (Sevinç et al., 2003). This may show that a major factor contributing to the development of fatty liver is the chronic slow output of hepatic triglyceride, which forms part of the VLDL. Other studies have already noted that the accumulation of fat in the liver cells and development of fatty liver is caused by a reduced synthesis of VLDL (Rayssiguier et al., 1988; Holtenius, 1989; Grummer, 1993; Başoğlu et al., 1998; Sevinç et al., 1998). Reduced VLDL synthesis is most probably associated with feeding factors (Holtenius, 1989). The decrease in LDL is especially pronounced in cows with severe fatty liver. During the same period, animals in the moderate fatty liver group were no different from the controls regarding LDL levels. In contrast, by the fourth week animals with moderate fatty liver have an LDL fraction that is significantly lower than controls (Rayssiguier et al., 1988; Sevinç et al., 1998).

Ketosis and sub-clinical ketosis

Ketosis is associated with reduced reproductive performance, which extends its impact much longer than many producers realise. It is worth emphasising that health in the weeks before and after calving influences reproduction at least 2 months later. Cows with milk BHBA >100 μmol/L in the first week postpartum were 1.5 times more likely to be anovular at 9 weeks postpartum (Walsh et al., 2007a; LeBlance, 2010). Cows that experienced ketosis in the first two weeks of lactation had reduced probability of pregnancy at the first insemination. Furthermore, cows that had ketosis in one or both of the first two weeks after calving had a lower pregnancy rate until 140 days in milk. The median interval to pregnancy was approximately 108 days in cows without ketosis, was significantly longer (124 days) in cows with ketosis in the first or second week postpartum, and tended to be longer still (130 days) in cows that had subclinical ketosis in both of the first weeks of lactation (Walsh et al., 2007b; LeBlance, 2010).

Also, more than 90% of subclinical ketosis (SCK) cases occur in the first and second months after calving. During this period, approximately 40% of all cows are affected by SCK at least once, although the prevalence is highest in the first and second weeks after calving. A monitoring programme that requires testing each cow for SCK in the first and second weeks after calving would identify nearly 90% of the SCK cases occurring the first and second months after calving (Geishauer et al., 2001). If cows are experiencing subclinical ketosis (SCK) within the first 3 weeks of lactation, then non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA) testing should be considered to corroborate negative energy balance (Oetzel, 2004).

The overall prevalence of SCK as determined by use of beta-hydroxybutyric acid (BHBA) threshold concentrations of 1000, 1200, and 1400 μmol/L, respectively is found to be 30.7%, 19.3% and 13.6%. Pooled sample concentrations of NEFA and BHBA are very appropriate for highly accurate herd-based detection of SCK. Also, analysis of NEFA and BHBA concentrations in pooled serum samples is useful for herd-based detection of SCK. Sample size of 10 cows/herd is deemed adequate for monitoring dairy
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Displaced abomasum

Metabolic disease that becomes clinically manifest as displaced abomasum, typically around 10 days postpartum, is preceded by significant changes in adipose mobilisation and energy metabolism up to 3 weeks before the disease event. Periodic metabolic profile tests can also help to identify displaced abomasum syndromes. In pregnant cows with left displaced abomasum (LDA), from 14 day before calving mean NEFA serum concentrations began to diverge from mean levels in cows without left displaced abomasum, whereas mean serum BHBA concentrations do not diverge until the day of calving. Prepartum, only NEFA concentration is associated with risk of subsequent LDA. Between 0 and 6 days before calving, cows with NEFA concentration ≥ 0.5 mEq/L are 3.6 times more likely to develop LDA after calving. Between 1 and 7 days postpartum, retained placenta, metritis, and increasing serum concentrations of BHBA and NEFA are associated with increased risk of subsequent LDA. However, considered separately, postpartum serum BHBA is a more sensitive and specific test than NEFA concentration. Serum calcium concentration is not associated with LDA. Strategic use of metabolic tests to monitor transition dairy cows should focus on NEFA in the last week prepartum and BHBA in the first week postpartum (LeBlance et al., 2005).

It is demonstrated that NEFA concentration is higher in displaced abomasum cows than in healthy cows (1.56 vs. 0.90 mmol/L), same is true for aspartate aminotransferase (1.96 vs. 0.97 μkat/L), glutamate dehydrogenase (197 vs. 78 μkat/L), and haptoglobin (0.76 vs. 0.17 g/L), whereas lower concentrations of insulin (3.61 vs. 8.48 mU/L) and cholesterol (3.04 vs. 3.75 mmol/L) were identified in displaced abomasum cows. Differences in glucose concentration (2.83 vs. 2.79 mmol/L), and most of blood parameters between displaced abomasum cows and healthy cows remained constant over time. Haptoglobin could potentially be used to detect treatable infectious or inflammatory conditions in the early postpartum period, possibly reducing the incidence of displaced abomasum. Totally, major changes in metabolic profile parameters occur in cows with displaced abomasum compared with healthy cows, which indicating a negative energy balance, liver cell damage, and an inflammatory response (Stengarde et al., 2010).

Uterine diseases

To achieve the economic objective of pregnancy within 80 to 120 days after the previous calving, the uterus must return to a condition to support a new pregnancy, and a regular estrus cycle must be re-established. This is the result of a complex set of interactions and endocrine signalling among the brain, liver, ovaries and uterus (Wathes et al., 2007; LeBlance, 2010). It is increasingly clear that uterine disease that is expressed 1 to 8 weeks after calving, and return to a normal estrus cycle and ovulation by 9 week after calving are preceded by metabolic and immunologic changes before and soon after calving. While metabolic and immune function can be studied in detail for research, there are indicators or surrogate measures that can be practical for clinical
use (LeBlance, 2010). Contamination of the uterus with potentially pathogenic bacteria is nearly universal after calving, yet only a minority of cows develop clinical disease. Similar to retained placenta (RP), development of metritis depends largely on immune function in the early postpartum period (Sheldon & Dobson, 2004; Hammon et al., 2006; LeBlance, 2010).

Retained placenta (RP) is a common disease in dairy cattle farms which is related to immune function, with changes in neutrophil function and interleukin (IL)-8 levels at least two weeks before calving (Kimura et al., 2002). Cows suffering from RP had substantially higher serum cortisol for several days before parturition (Peter & Bosu, 1987) which may be one contributor to impairment of neutrophil function (Burton et al., 1995). Similarly, endometritis is associated with (preceded by) impaired innate immune function (Sheldon et al., 2009), and differences in IL-1, IL-6, and IL-10 expression (Herath et al., 2009), again with measurable changes in phagocytosis, TNFα and IL-6 present prepartum (Kim et al., 2005), weeks before disease becomes manifest, coincident with the onset of insulin resistance and lipolysis (at least in cows at higher risk of disease). Cows in greater negative energy balance, and in particular those that go on to have metritis or endometritis have more pronounced impairment of at least some immune functions (Hammon et al., 2006). Cows in a greater negative energy balance prepartum, as evidenced by higher NEFA concentrations were 80% more likely to have RP, and accounting for the effect of NEFA, those with lower circulating vitamin E were at greater risk of RP (LeBlance et al., 2004). This supports the notion that severe negative energy balance impairs the immune function, which in turn makes RP more likely, but also underlines the fact that the development of RP is multifactorial (LeBlance, 2010).

Cows with severe metritis eat 2 to 6 kg/day and their dry matter intake is less than that of healthy cows in the 2 to 3 weeks preceding the clinical signs of metritis (Huzzey et al., 2007). Lower feed intake is associated with increased NEFA which contributes to the risk of fatty liver (Herdt, 2000), which in turn is associated with impaired neutrophil function (Zerbe et al., 2000). Additionally, NEFA have been shown to inhibit neutrophil function in vitro (Scalia et al., 2006). Healthy cows clear the uterus of bacteria by approximately 3 weeks postpartum but important gaps remain in understanding of the immunobiology of the reproductive tract of cattle. Approximately 17% of cows fail to clear bacterial infection and have clinical endometritis (LeBlance et al., 2002) and an additional 15 to 20% have chronic subclinical inflammation (Gilbert et al., 2005). Uterine infection predominated by Escherichia coli in the first week postpartum and Trueperella pyogenes (formerly Actinomyces pyogenes) in the third week is associated with subsequent endometritis (LeBlance et al., 2008). Both forms of endometritis are closely associated with substantial decreases in pregnancy rate (LeBlance, 2010). It is also identified that endometritis makes lower albumin concentrations throughout the calving transition period; perhaps indicating impaired liver function, with lower plasma magnesium and evidence of hepatocellular damage in early lactation. Similar profiles of non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA) and glucose indicate that energy status is not a risk factor for endometritis (Burke et al., 2010).
Ovarian cysts

Periodic metabolic tests also can be used for diagnosis of reproductive diseases like ovarian cysts; it is identified that ovarian cysts are associated with low serum concentrations of glucose, insulin and urea as well as high levels of cortisol. Also in addition to hormonal imbalances, metabolic disorders are involved in the formation and/or persistence of ovarian cysts. Therefore, the use of metabolic indicators in understanding and exploration of ovarian cysts is very important and useful (Mimoune et al., 2017). It is also identified that follicular cysts in buffaloes are associated with altered biochemical and hormonal compositions. The alterations include increased nitric oxide, progesterone, cortisol and T3 levels with a concurrent reduction in ascorbic acid, insulin and glucose concentrations (Khan et al., 2011).

LACTATION, FAR-OFF DRY AND CLOSE-UP DRY PERIODS

In these periods, health status of dairy cattle becomes normal and usually they do not have severe problem/diseases in these periods, but even in this condition some diseases can occur, which are described below. Note that these diseases can also occur in transition period but with lower probability than other above mentioned transition period diseases.

Milk fever

Some of the animals, diagnosed as having milk fever, show a high frequency of hypocalcaemia within the general range from 0.69 to 2.73 mmol Ca/liter. Also blood osteocalcin level is significantly lower in hypocalcaemic animals, indicating that synthesis of bone is arrested during hypocalcaemia (Larsen et al., 2001). Assessment of blood calcium concentration (< 2.12 mmol/L) during the immediate post-partum period provides useful disease risk indicator for occurrence of clinical or sub-clinical milk fever (Van Saun, 2016). The critical margin concentration for calcium in dairy cattle is ≤2.0 mmol/L and concentrations below this can make firstly sub-clinical milk fever in dairy cattle herds which subsequently can shift to severe milk fever (Mulligan et al., 2006). Periodic metabolic profile tests help to find and treat them before their complication. Also, monitoring of cows on the day of calving for parturient hypocalcaemia can provide early detection of diet-induced problems in calcium homeostasis (Oetzel, 2004).

Ruminal diseases

There are little data about the relationship between occurrence of ruminal disorders like sub acute ruminal acidosis (SARA) and metabolic profile parameters. SARA occurs without common clinical signs and most of times it is undiagnosed. Most of scientists were focused on blood gas analysis for diagnosis of SARA and reported that blood gas analysis is a valuable tool to diagnose acidosis in dairy cows because it provides good assessment of acidosis while being less invasive than rumen pH analysis. Moreover, blood gas analysis can help to differentiate respiratory acidosis from metabolic acidosis, especially in a sub-acute form such as SARA. Blood gas analysis has many limitations like high costs, it is unavailable in most of farms, etc. It is suggested that more researchers focus on ruminal diseases and their specific effects on metabolic profile parameters (Gianesella et al., 2010), for example, it is indicated that SARA increases blood concentrations of haptoglobin and serum amyloid-A. It is
reported that inducing SARA by feeding wheat-barley pellets activated a systemic inflammatory response in the steers (Gozho et al., 2005).

Mastitis

Metabolic parameters and blood leukocyte profiles in cows from herds with high and/or low mastitis incidence indicate that the plasma concentrations of BHBA, glucose, insulin and urea do not change due to mastitis, but NEFA concentration is significantly higher among high mastitis incidence cows three weeks after parturition. The concentration of the amino acid tryptophan in plasma is also significantly lower among the high mastitis incidence cows prior to parturition. Glutamine is significantly lower in cows from high mastitis incidence herds during the first three weeks after parturition. Arginine is consistently lower in high mastitis incidence cows. Although the decrease is only significant during the period from four to fifteen weeks after parturition, there are differences in the metabolism and immune status between herds with high or low yearly mastitis treatment incidence, indicating an increased metabolic stress in high mastitis incidence cows (Holtenius et al., 2004).

CONCLUSION

Briefly, the current review shows the relationships between metabolic profile parameters and many important sub-clinical diseases including: ketosis, milk fever, mastitis, cystic ovaries, displaced abomasum and etc.. Apart the common use of metabolic profile test for evaluation of nutritional status, and because of easy sampling method, low fees and simple analysis of results, it also can be considered as a good choice in diagnosis of important/costly diseases in dairy cattle farms.
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